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Luke likes to bake. 
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The following digraph words
appear in this story:

bake
blade
blaze
cake
cane
close

cubes
cupcakes

flame
glaze
grates

hole

huge
likes
lime
Luke
make

makes

mistake
pile

scones
side

slides
smoke

states
stove

tile
time

wipes
yikes

The following high-frequency words 
appear in this story:

he, into, onto, to
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But what Luke likes to bake 
best is cake.

He makes cupcakes. 
He makes scones. 
He makes muffins. 
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Luke sets it on a flame.Luke wants to make a lime cake. 
He dumps milk and cubes of 

cane in a pan. 
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Luke slides the pan to the side. 
“Yikes!” Luke yelps. 
“That was close!” 

Luke spots smoke!
It is not a flame. 

It is a blaze! 
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Luke steps on the lime. 
Luke slides on the lime!

Luke grates a lime. 
A bit of lime lands in a pile  

on the tile. 
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Luke grins. 
It is time to glaze the cake.

Luke grabs the stove. 
“Yikes!” Luke yelps. 
“That was close!”
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The blade slides into the cake. 
The cake has a huge hole in it.

Luke tips glaze onto the cake. 
Luke wipes the glaze  

on the cake. 
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“Yikes!” Luke states. 
“It was a mistake to  

bake this cake!”

Let’s Talk Literacy!

Luke wipes the glaze  
on the cake.

Read the sentence below. Then circle 
the picture that matches the sentence.



Let’s Talk Literacy! Let’s Talk Literacy!
Each of the words below contains a 
long vowel sound. Sound out each 
word. Then draw a line from each 

word to its matching picture.

bike   cone   cube   grapes   rope   whale

Read each sentence below.
Then underline the words that spell  

a long vowel sound.

1. Mike strode up the slope.

2. Kate hates lemons and limes.

3. Eve hit a home run!

4. Duke is not on time.

Answers: 1. Mike, strode, slope; 2. Kate, hates, limes; 3. Eve, home; 
4. Duke, time



Let’s Talk Literacy! Let’s Talk Literacy!
Say the name of each picture below.
Then circle the words that have the  

long vowel sound.

Answers: dice, bone,plane, tube, rose

Read each word below. Then draw a 
line from the long vowel word to the 

number of sounds the word has. 
Remember, the “magic E” does  

not make a sound!

theme 2

skate      3

use      4

time      3

Answers: theme-3; skate-4; use-2; time-3



Let’s Talk Literacy! Let’s Talk Literacy!
Fill in the missing long vowel word 

from each sentence.

whine  mine  cube  time

Say the name of the short vowel 
picture in each row. Then circle the 
word in each row that is made by 

adding a final silent E.

Answers: can-cane / cut-cute / pin-pine

1. Mike got a ____ from the shelf.

2. It is ____ to ride!

3. That bike is the same as ____.

4. Jude likes to ____.

Answers: cube, time, mine, whine

cone   cane   lane   cube   pane   

cube   cuke   lute   dude   cute

pane   sane   line   pine   fine



Let’s Talk Literacy!
Find your way from the start of the maze 

to the end by following the words that 
use a long vowel sound.

start

end

name fine but camp pick 

clip sphere plume step moth 

dip ship cove sake sip 

pond fin tip lime dome

Answers: name, fine, sphere, plume, cove, sake, lime, dome




